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with difficult policy choices may feel he is standing on steadier ground, he may not 
feel much better equipped to make those choices. 

Population Council landis macKEllar
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The Long and the Short of It: The Science of Life Span and Aging
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 The central question addressed in this concise and fascinating book is stated early: 
What has science to say about life spans? The subtitles of the chapters show just how 
much of the relevant science Jonathan Silvertown covers: Aging, Heredity, Plants, 
Natural Selection, Suicide, Pace, and Mechanisms. He is a master of short, clear ex-
planations of complicated ideas—for example, Peter Medawar’s theory of mutation 
accumulation and pleiotropy and George Williams’s elaborations thereof, and the 
“grandmother hypothesis” for the evolution of menopause in humans. 

Silvertown’s favorite way to develop a subject is to start with a paradox. If short 
generation time is so advantageous, why isn’t it universal (p. 10)? Why don’t death 
rates from cancer vary with body size (p. 20)? If semelparity (investing all resources 
in a spasm of reproduction and then dying) is such a good idea, then why is it not 
more common (p. 108)? Tradeoffs abound: “the cost of faster growth seems to be 
poorer resistance to stress” (p. 77); long-lived mutants of C. elegans produce fewer 
eggs. Although it is difficult to do in a short book, he likes to tell a chronological 
story, giving us a sense of the dead ends and productive near misses of science, rather 
than simply telling us what is now known or believed. For example, the current 
understanding of the role of oxidative stress in cellular aging is set forth in chapter 
8 by explaining how the confident pronouncements of Raymond Pearl have been 
gradually overturned by comparative demography across broader taxa and by rein-
terpretations of classic experiments. “Live fast, die young” turns out to be much too 
simple: “The speed of life has little or nothing to do with the rate of metabolism and 
everything to do with the pace of the generations. That pace is tuned by the hazards 
of adult life” (p. 137), that is, extrinsic mortality. 

A clear theme is that progress in understanding aging has come from the dialogue 
between evolutionary theory, experimental evidence, and comparative biology. Field 
studies and whole-organism biology are as vital as experiments and sub-cellular 
measurement. For example, a rise in mortality rates with age has been found for 
plantains in their natural habitat, though not in protected greenhouse conditions (p. 
77), and animals in zoos and aviaries seem to escape the otherwise universal tradeoff 
of reproductive investment and life span (p. 99). If all we knew about aging is what 
we learned in the lab, the field would be stunted.

My one concern is with the loose and sometimes confusing use of the term “se-
nescence,” in which the author is not alone. It sometimes means a process of dete-
rioration affecting an individual, or parts of an individual, and it sometimes means a 
statistical property of a rate at the level of a population (the exponent in a Gompertz 
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curve). Occasionally the two are discussed interchangeably—you measure one when 
you cannot directly measure the other. “MRDT [mortality rate doubling time] can 
be thought of as the rate of senescence” (p. 41). “Senescence is the gradual loss of 
biological function that occurs with age” (p. 48). “The frailties and maladies of senes-
cence are biological and individual, but their aggregate effect on mortality rate turns 
senescence into a statistical phenomenon as well” (p. 35). “Are such ancient trees 
[bristlecone pines] senescent? There are too few of the trees to answer this question 
by using an increase in the mortality rate with age as a signature of senescence,…
but instead we can look for impairment in vital functions” (p. 71). 

But Silvertown’s metaphor explaining the concept of heterogeneous frailty 
(involving differently colored ping pong balls sinking at different times in a tub, pp. 
47–48) shows clearly that the slope of a curve observed in a population need not be 
the same as the pace of deterioration, or the mortality risk, of any individual. The 
power of heterogeneous frailty to level out mortality rates at the oldest ages is not 
just a theoretical possibility, as is clear from the discussion of James Carey’s experi-
ments with medflies and observational studies of the oldest-old in Scandinavian data. 
We may need two different terms—perhaps “microsenescence” to describe what is 
happening to individuals, their cells and organs, their faculties, and their individual 
probabilities of death; and “macrosenescence” to describe the characteristics of dis-
ability and mortality rates in populations. The two have to be related somehow, just 
as microeconomic and macroeconomic phenomena are related, but the relationships 
may be complicated. 

Will someone find the cure for aging in our lifetimes? Silvertown, drawing on 
Williams, is not optimistic: “[A]t the point in the life span where natural selection 
loses its power altogether, anything goes, and everything does. That is why the big-
gest risk factor for nearly every ailment in the medical encyclopedia is the age of the 
patient…. If aging were one thing, a cure might be possible, but it isn’t” (p. 145). 

 The Long and the Short of It is an excellent introduction to the latest biological 
research and thinking, useful for demographers specializing in aging, likely to engage 
undergraduates as well, and potentially attractive to many general readers. 
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